The finishes shown here are representations of the standard color selections available for SPI Lighting products. There may be slight variations in color, texture, and finish between the samples shown here and the actual product finishes. To request a sample of any finish shown below, please email contact@spilighting.com. To discuss matching RAL®, Pantone®, or custom finishes, please email Agent Services at SPIteam@spilighting.com.
METALLIC PAINT FINISHES

PT21® PEARL WHITE  PT22® PLATINUM  PT27® DEEP COPPER  PT28® DARK STAINLESS  PT29® RED BRASS  PT31® MEDIUM BRONZE
PT32® DARK BRONZE  PT46® ALUMINUM  PT47® DEEP RED BRASS  PT48® BRASS  PT49® BRONZE

METAL & PLATED FINISHES

ALUMINUM
BAL BRUSHED ALUMINUM*  MAL MICROBRUSHED ALUMINUM*  PAL POLISHED ALUMINUM*

BRASS
ATBR ANTIQUE TINTED BRASS*  BBR BRUSHED BRASS*  CPBR CHROME PLATED POLISHED BRASS*
DTBR DARK TINTED BRASS*  NPBR NICKEL PLATED POLISHED BRASS*  PBR POLISHED BRASS*
SNBR SATIN NICKEL PLATED BRASS*

WOOD LAMINATE FINISHES

WF1 CHERRY LAMINATE*  WF2 MAPLE LAMINATE*

* Contact for availability

Note: Due to the handcrafted nature of our brass finishes and variations in the base metal, the actual finish of Antique Tinted Brass (ATBR) and Dark Tinted Brass (DTBR) may vary.
METAL & PLATED FINISHES (CONT)

COPPER

BCU BRUSHED SOLID COPPER*
CU DISTRESSED RAW COPPER*
PCU POLISHED SOLID COPPER*

STEEL

ANST ANTIQUE BRASS PLATED STEEL*
BBST BRUSHED BRASS PLATED STEEL*
CPST CHROME PLATED STEEL*

ES1 EMBOSSED STAINLESS STEEL LINEAR PATTERN*
ES2 EMBOSSED STAINLESS STEEL CROSSHATCH*
PBST POLISHED BRASS PLATED STEEL*

SNST SATIN NICKEL PLATED STEEL*

ANODIZED FINISHES

AN01 ANODIZED SATIN*
AN04 ANODIZED*
AN08 ANODIZED BLACK*

SN11 BLACK MATTE ANODIZED ALUMINUM

FABRIC FINISHES

FB01 TEXTURED WHITE LINEN
FB02 RAPIDS
FB03 CHOCOLATE LINEN
FB05 JUTE LINEN

LENS & BOWL FINISHES

STANDARD COLOR GELS

CG01 RED*
CG02 ORANGE*
CG03 GREEN*
CG04 BLUE*

STANDARD 3FORM® TRANSLUCENT PANELS

TP01 VERTICAL BEAR GRASS*

HAND PAINTED FINISHES

HP01 SILVER*
HP02 BEIGE*
HP03 AMBER*

* Contact for availability

Note: Due to the handcrafted nature of our brass finishes and variations in the base metal, the actual finish of Antique Tinted Brass (ATBR) and Dark Tinted Brass (DTBR) may vary.
Acoustic Panel Color Options

STANDARD

AP01 DARK HEATHER GRAY
AP02 LIGHT HEATHER GRAY

SPECIAL REQUEST

PURE BLACK
BOLD GRAY
ELEPHANT GRAY
CLASSIC WHITE
DESERT SAND
TREE BARK
SUNNY DAYS
BRICK RED
GRAPE VINE
ROYAL BLUE
POLAR ICE
OCEAN BLUE
MOSS GREEN

Send sample requests to SPItteam@spilighting.com.
Colors above may not be fully representative of actual fabric colors.